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About This Game

Rage through 32 single player levels and 6 deathmatch levels of sheer terror and fully immersive sound and lighting. Arm
yourself against the cannibalistic Ogre, fiendish Vore and indestructible Schambler using lethal nails, fierce Thunderbolts and

abominable Rocket and Grenade Launchers.
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HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH QUAD DAMAGE!. earthquake LOLLLLL HAHHAHHA!!!!!!!!. One of the holy
trinity of FPS founders.

If you were a fan of DOOM you are going to love this. Although the theme of the game is more gothic\/medevil like, it still
retains that classic arena shooter feel.. GLquake always crashes,

Can't change resolution in non-gl.

This is 2019, I shouldn't need to trawl through forums to try and get a game to work that was released to be run through steam
on PC.. It's Quake, it's a classic. But this steam port has issues:

-Has the default controls from 1996 before people had even figured out that mouselook was actually good. You'll have to edit
the config file to actually have sane modern FPS controls.
-Likewise to get it running at a reasonable widescreen resolution takes some tinkering.
-THIS STEAM RELEASE DOES NOT INCLUDE THE CLASSIC TRENT REZNOR SOUNDTRACK. There's no music at
all. May support CD audio if you still own the original game CD or burn a copy of the soundtrack, but otherwise you have to go
looking for 3rd party mods to add the soundtrack back in.
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*sips monster energy*
Quake was a good game. HUH! HUH! HUH! HUH!. lol you get grenade gun and do jihad and
blow\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. This game is mad good, its the most smooth and fluid shooter I ever played.
The map designs are flawless and the difficulty on normal is just challenging enough where it feels rewarding but not hard
enough where I'd throw my computer out the window

Make sure to download the Ultimate Quake Patch tho

10 monster cans out of 10
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